
 
 

August 25, 2022 

 

The Honorable Joseph R. Biden 

President 

The White House 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20500 

  

Dear Mr. President: 

For more than a decade, we have worked to advance legislation – known as the Colorado 

Outdoor Recreation and Economy (CORE) Act – that will bring permanent protections to over 

400,000 acres of vital public lands in Colorado. This legislation has been built from the ground 

up with years of dedicated stakeholder engagement and enjoys bipartisan support. Regrettably, 

progress in Congress has stalled despite strong support in Colorado. The time has come to take 

the next step in protecting the key landscapes within the CORE Act and we need your help. 

 

We appreciate Secretary Vilsack’s recent visit to Colorado to see Camp Hale. Based on the 

overwhelming support expressed at the meeting and throughout the years from local elected 

leaders, conservation stakeholders, sportsmen, ranchers, business leaders, veterans and the 10th 

Mountain Division Foundation it is clear that Coloradans across the state support the 

conservation and preservation of these landscapes for future generations. We strongly urge you 

to use your Presidential authorities to swiftly protect Colorado’s public lands within the CORE 

Act.  

 

Specifically, we urge your action under the Antiquities Act to designate Colorado's Camp Hale 

and the Tenmile Range as the Camp Hale - Continental Divide National Monument. The history 

of this area, including the role that it played in preparing the 10th Mountain Division for some of 

the most difficult moments of World War II, makes it the ideal candidate for a national 

monument designation. Many of the veterans of the 10th Mountain Division returned to Colorado 

after the war to establish our state’s outdoor recreation economy by starting the ski areas that 



Colorado is known for, further establishing the role Camp Hale and its veterans have played for 

our state and nation.   

 

We also request the protection of Colorado’s Thompson Divide through a Federal Lands Policy 

and Management Act mineral withdrawal. This action would ban new oil and gas leasing, as well 

as mining, on a landscape where community members, including farmers and ranchers, have 

come together to request protection. We also ask that you bring new protections to the areas of 

the CORE Act proposed for wilderness designation, mineral withdrawal and special management 

areas on the Grand Mesa Uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests by using the upcoming 

U.S. Forest Service plan revisions or other administrative tools. Appending this correspondence 

is a letter requesting specific protections of landscapes under the CORE Act from seven 

Colorado County Commissioners who have been key leaders of this legislation. 

 

By taking these steps, you will be making sure that even more of Colorado’s open spaces will be 

preserved for future generations. We will continue our fight to pass the CORE Act to deliver 

permanent conservation for the areas featured in the legislation but ask for your help in the 

interim to offer administrative protections modeled after the bill.  

 

We are grateful for your attention to this request and look forward to working with you to take 

action to safeguard some of our nation’s finest public lands. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

_____________________    _____________________ 

Michael F. Bennet                  John Hickenlooper 

U.S. Senator                            U.S. Senator 

  

  

 

_____________________    _____________________ 

Jared Polis                               Joe Neguse 

Governor of Colorado            Member of Congress 

  

 cc:  

The Honorable Deb Haaland, Secretary, U.S. Department of Interior  

The Honorable Thomas Vilsack, Secretary, U.S. Department of Agriculture  

 


